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Introduction

In view of the forthcoming Lithuanian Presidency of the Council of the European 
Union a delegation of the EP Internal Market and Consumer Protection Committee 
visited Vilnius, Lithuania on 29-30 April 2013. The main objective of the visit was to 
discuss the main priorities of the future Presidency, especially in the areas of internal 
market and consumer protection. The intensive programme contained the meetings 
with President of the Republic of Lithuania, Minister of Economy, Minister of Justice, 
Members of Seimas (Parliament of Lithuania), business representatives, trade unions, 
as well as State Consumer Rights Protection Authority and representatives of 
Lithuanian Consumer Organisations Alliance. Also a visit to Visoriai Information 
Technology Park was organised.

Led by the IMCO Chairman Malcolm Harbour (ECR, UK), the delegation was 
composed of Andreas Schwab (EPP, DE), Róża Gräfin von Thun und Hohenstein 
(EPP, PL) and Evelyne Gebhardt (S&D, DE).
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Summary report

Monday, 29 April

The visit started with a series of meetings at the Ministry of Economy. The first 
meeting was held with Birutė Vėsaitė, Minister of Economy, and Marius Busilas, 
Vice-Minister of Economy.

The Minister commenced by underlining the importance of strengthening the internal 
market, in particular by improvement of internal market governance. The Minister 
underlined that the agenda of the Lithuanian Presidency will depend on the progress 
achieved by the Irish Presidency and is still under preparation; however she presented 
the main guidelines. In particular, Lithuania will address the issue of the improvement 
of the implementation of the Services Directive, implementation of e-procurement 
strategy, retail action plan, as well as the preparation for transposition of Mutual 
Recognition of Professional Qualifications Directive.

One of the main priorities will certainly be the Consumer Product Safety and Market 
Surveillance Package (CPS-MS Package), which has a high potential to contribute to 
economic growth, protection of consumers and job creation in the EU. Lithuania is 
determined to put maximum effort in the negotiations; however, the completion of 
negotiations will largely depend on the results achieved by the Irish Presidency. With 
regard to numerous dossiers currently under negotiation, though expecting maximum 
progress by the Irish Presidency, Lithuania is ready to take every effort necessary to 
continue and complete work on those dossiers.

The Minister is determined to address the effectiveness of the public administration, 
in order to improve business environment and economic growth, in particular e-
procurement including e-accounting. The Minister will also support progress of the 
digital single market, in particular by ensuring safe networks and better data 
protection. E-identification and e-authentication will be among her priorities.

Members praised the formidable work programme, especially with regard to the 
single market governance and underlined that correct transposition of directives (e.g. 
Services Directive) is essential. They called for the support and contribution to the 
Single Market Month. With regard to CPS-MS Package Members called for an early 
engagement on the issue of implementing and delegated acts so that this can be settled 
in advance so that main efforts can be concentrated on the essential political issues. 

Subsequently Mindaugas Danys, Director of Small and Medium Business 
Department, Ministry of Economy, has given a presentation on COSME and other 
SME policy priorities for the Lithuanian Presidency. In particular he stressed the need 
to help SMEs access the markets, especially in the area of public procurement 
(making qualification requirements easier) and services directive (simplification of 
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procedures and requirements). Entrepreneurship 2020 action plan was introduced, 
including actions aimed at reduction of administrative burden and increase of youth 
entrepreneurship. An SME Assembly will take place in Vilnius, Lithuania, on 25-27 
November 2013.

Representatives of business associations (Lithuanian Confederation of 
Industrialists, Lithuanian Business Employers' Confederation and Lithuanian 
Business Representation in Brussels) and companies ("Linava" and "Achema") 
have given their perspective on how effectively the single market operates and the 
challenges they face. In their opinion there is still further potential to be released, 
especially with regard to mutual recognition principle and better enforcement of the 
internal market rules. The fact that companies are withdrawing from the markets or 
losing their shares of the market as well as obstacles to innovation are among the 
main problems identified. Different interpretation of the internal market rules in 
different Member States has been identified as a major cause of concern. Members 
strongly supported the reporting of the failure cases, as concrete examples are crucial 
for improvement. They also underlined the importance of reporting and monitoring 
and called on Lithuanian Presidency to stand firm in insisting that all Members States 
adhere to the internal market rules.

At the he subsequent meeting trade unions representatives (Lithuanian 
Confederation of Trade unions and Joint Trade Union) identified two main 
problems - the responsibilities and financing of consumer organisations and 
insufficient information to consumers about their rights. Members proposed as best 
practices examples from other Member States with regard to tackling financing issues. 
They also supported the need to reinforce consumer confidence and mentioned 
alternative dispute resolution and air passenger rights as good examples. Concerns 
with regard to water supply in the area of public procurement have also been raised, to 
which Members firmly replied that no requirement for privatisation of water supply is 
even under consideration. The issue of wholesale monopolies and consequently the 
problems for SMEs have been raised, as well as the issue of the same products sold in 
different Member States, but of a lower quality or of a higher price, which negatively 
impacts consumer expectations and confidence. Members considered that if the 
package is the same, the quality of the product inside should be the same and any 
discrimination in that regard is unacceptable.

During the working lunch with Vytautas Leškevičius, Vice-Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, Members expressed their hopes that a number of important negotiations will 
be concluded under the Irish Presidency (e.g. public procurement, concessions, 
mutual recognition of professional qualifications, NLF alignment package) and 
identified CPS-MS package, as a key dossier for the last six months of the year. The 
anticipated problem on the issue of delegated and implementing acts has been 
highlighted. In particular that an early agreement at a high level is absolutely 
necessary, as holding up the delivery of significant benefits for consumers and 
businesses is quite inappropriate. Secondly the governance of the single market has 
been underlined, in particular the implementation of the services directive and 
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completion of the digital single market. Impact assessments and European 
Parliament's pre-legislative work before Commission exercises its right of initiative 
have been emphasised.

Vice-Minister is determined in moving the ambitious agenda of the Lithuanian 
Presidency forward, especially with regard to the digital single market. He also 
identified as critical the completion of the energy single market. Lithuania is highly 
dependent on imports, therefore the diversification of supply is currently being 
considered. Major IT conference (ICT 2013) will be held in Vilnius, Lithuania on 6-8 
November 2013. With regard to the CPS-MS package Vice-minister also agreed that 
holding up legislation due to administrative procedures is not acceptable.

The meeting at Seimas with Gediminas Kirkilas (Deputy Speaker of Seimas and 
Chairman of the Committee on European Affairs), Julius Sabatauskas 
(Chairman of the Committee on Legal Affairs) and Artūras Skardžius (Deputy 
Chairman of the Committee on Economics) as well as other Members of those 
committees was an opportunity to intensify the dialogue between European 
Parliament and national parliament as well as to take stock on the implementation and 
application of legislation and to discover what improvements could be sought during 
the next legislative mandate.

Members of Seimas stressed the necessity of cooperation between European 
Parliament and national parliaments. The dossier on Alternative dispute resolution, 
which is instrumental for SMEs and building consumer confidence, is currently under 
consideration in Seimas. With regard to the CPS-MS Package the Committee on 
Economics has already agreed to the proposal, however several issues have been 
identified with regard to Article 28 on "European Union reference laboratories" of the 
Market Surveillance Regulation, in particular the underlying reasons for and possible 
consequences of introduction of such laboratories.

Members regretted that there is a huge misrepresentation of the issue of water supply 
in the area of public procurement, which causes unnecessary confusion. E-
procurement is of particular importance, as it is favoured by SMEs as well as it offers 
more flexibility to public authorities, encourage innovative solutions, discourage 
corruption and fraud.

The Visoriai Information Technology Park (VITP), is non-profit organization prof. 
Vladas Algirdas Bumelis, President of the Santara Valley, stated that VITP resulted 
from close co-operation of scientific and educational institutions, state and municipal 
authorities and IT business. Santara Valley is one of the five science valleys clusters 
in Lithuania. Solar energy industry, IT industry, laser biotechnology, bio pharmacy, 
innovative medicine technologies, ecosystems are growing areas. Open access 
laboratories are offered for businesses to perform their research, as well as incubators 
are proposed to small companies to develop their technologies. Šarūnas Arelis, 
Development Director of VITP, emphasised the success of the park, underlined by 
the fact that the economic crisis has barely had any negative impact on the VITP. 
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Members considered VITP a perfect example of the evolution of economy and 
stressed the high value of rise in innovative technology. Following the presentations 
Members were given a tour of Biotechpharma R&D and production facilities.

At the dinner hosted by the Ministry of Economy, Birutė Vėsaitė, Minister of 
Economy, and Gediminas Kirkilas, Deputy Speaker of Seimas and Chairman of 
the Committee on European Affairs, Lithuanian Parliament, emphasised that the 
cooperation with IMCO Committee will be instrumental for a successful Lithuanian 
Presidency. There was a mutual understanding that there is openness and engagement 
from both sides. The discussion ventured towards proposals by Kirkilas and Vėsaitė 
of a candidature for the future Commission President post by Dalia Grybauskaitė, 
President of the Republic of Lithuania. Ideas on the possible re-organisation of the 
Commission have been circulated, especially as there is a need of a more constructive 
way to use 28 Commissioners without diminishing their status. The Eastern 
Partnership (especially with regard to Ukraine) was also discussed as well as the 
challenges faced in controlling the external borders of the EU and the smuggling of 
cigarettes. 

Tuesday, 30 April

The last day of the visit commenced by the meeting with Dalia Grybauskaitė, 
President of the Republic of Lithuania, who underlined the challenges and 
outstanding problems, including in the internal market and services, and the budget. 
She also stressed that the work of IMCO Committee is highly appreciated as teh 
completion of the single market and the digital agenda are a top priority. Members 
referred to the Single Market Month as a tool to engage business and consumers, 
stressed the importance of more and better enforcement (e.g. implementation of 
services directive). The need for early dialogue with regard to delegated and 
implementing acts in the negotiations has also been emphasised by the Members. The 
role of the Council in impact assessments, Eastern Partnership, particularly with 
Ukraine, have also been discussed. 

The visit continued to the Ministry of Justice, where the first meeting was held with 
Juozas Bernatonis, Minister of Justice, and Paulius Griciūnas, Vice-Minister of 
Justice. Despite the fact that the major piece of legislation, i.e. CPS-MS package is 
divided among the Ministry of Justice (consumer product safety) and the Ministry of 
Economy (market surveillance) the Minister is committed to coordinate work and to 
make as much progress as possible so that the package can get adopted under this 
legislature. Members reiterated the issue of delegated and implementing acts and 
called for an early engagement on this. The subjects such as clear standards, strong 
enforcement, online dispute resolution, the efficient protection of the external borders 
have been tackled. With regard to Common European Sales Law, which is one of the 
priority dossiers for Lithuanian Presidency, as it encourages economic growth, 
Minister indicated that discussions will be lengthy and complicated, as opinions 
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among Member States and the Commission are divergent. Members as well pointed 
out the division in IMCO Committee on the same dossier. In conclusion Members 
praised Lithuania for being extremely well prepared for the presidency.

At the meeting with Feliksas Petrauskas, General Director of State Consumer 
Rights Protection Authority (SCRPA), and other members of the SCRPA, the main 
priorities have been underlined, i.e. consumer information and communication to 
businesses on the issues of consumer protection. The high level of business 
confidence in SCRPA's work was emphasised. Implementation of the Consumer 
Rights Directive, package travel, ADR and ODR are among the top priorities as well 
as unfair commercial practices and misleading advertisements. Members strongly 
believed that only a well informed consumer is able to take advantage of the 
opportunities offered by the internal market. With regard to the package travel 
Lithuania is ready to work with the future Commission proposal and hopes that the 
issues of insurance of liability will be clarified. The issue of the same package yet 
different quality product in different Member States has been discussed. In SCRPA's 
view this problem could be solved by more detailed information and different 
labelling, as this would ensure that consumer can make an informed choice. Lithuania 
is preparing for the implementation of ADR and ODR and the database for complaints 
is currently under construction. 

The meeting with Lithuanian Consumer Organisations Alliance, which unites 7 
consumer rights organisations and will soon become a member of BEUC, was 
attended by Eglė Kybartienė, Director of the Alliance, and other members of the 
Alliance: Kęstutis Kupšys, Director of Association "For Fair Banking" (objective 
- sustainable consumer friendly banking system), Rūtenis Paukštė, General 
Director of Lithuanian Banking Customers Association (objective - to ensure 
implementation of fair principles in the banking sector) and Paulius Mereckas 
(Director of the Consumer Rights Protection Centre). Consumer rights 
organisations reported an increase in cooperation with the new government in power 
as of end 2012. Members of the Alliance emphasised the necessity of coordination 
among organisations as well as their financing and communication to the public.

During the working lunch with Juozas Bernatonis, Minister of Justice, and Paulius 
Griciūnas, Vice-Minister of Justice Members thanked the Minister for an earlier 
meeting and detailed discussion on numerous dossiers as well as for the commitment 
to cooperate closely in the future. Data protection package, funding of consumer 
rights organisations and possible improvement of the legal framework for financing of 
NGOs, hate crimes (related to racism, xenophobia) have been discussed. Members yet 
again reiterated the importance of Single Market Month.
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Annex  -  Photos

Meeting in Seimas with Mrs. Vėsaitė (Minister of Economy), Mr. Kirkilas (Chairman of the 
Committee on European Affairs), Mr. Sabatauskas (Chairman of the Committee on Legal Affairs) 
and Mr. Skardžius (Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Economics)
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Visit to Visoriai Information Technology Park (VITP)

Meeting with Mrs. Dalia Grybauskaitė (President of the Republic of Lithuania)

Meeting with Mr. Bernatonis (Minister of Justice)
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